
 

Antares Mic Mod eFX Vst FX Plugin Release Hostile Drones 1.0 Antares Mic Mod eFX is a breathtaking sonic plugin that provides a wide range of flexible and powerful vintage-modeled, analog-modelling drum sounds, from natural wood to thick metallic to strikingly natural low-end. Musicians collaborating with Antares Mic Mod eFX have compared the software to playing with a Tone Bender or
Moogerfooger®. In addition, it offers unique modulation options such as PowerDrive, VintageDelay and Scrape control foils that deliver stunningly expressive sound shaping abilities while also providing great flexibility in modulating other plug-ins in your chain. The Antares Mic Mod eFX Orange Suite offers the possibility to combine the main plugin with two other complementary plugins: the
Bitcrusher and Pitch Shifter. The complete Orange Suite includes the following plug-ins:

Antares Mic Mod eFX can be used in three different modes:

The program also offers extra features for further sound shaping. Examples of these are the VintageDelay which adds subtle echoes suitable for reverbs or flange effects, and the Scrape knob that adds authentic vinyl noise scratches to drum sounds. Antares MicMod 3 is an analog-modelling drum module based on Antares' acclaimed virtual analogue synth, Antares HyperAmp3. The module has 61
drum presets, including kicks, snares, toms and cymbals. It includes all of the HyperAmp3 sound shaping capabilities such as Dual-Tube saturation modelling for analogue warmth, Analog Modelling EQs and HP Filter, making it suitable not only for drum sounds but also for basses and other instruments. Antares MicMod 3 features six channels of parallel processing which allow you to process the
sound using up to six MicMod 3s simultaneously. The parallel processing allows you to blend various combinations of effects (analog modelling + tube saturation), tube-modeled saturation (Tube Drive), pitch shifting (Octaver) and compression (Tube Compress). You can also process the sound with up to four of the MicMod 3s simultaneously. MicMod 3 contains the same tools as HyperAmp3. It
offers compression, saturation, EQ and track-bias controls. These control like effects like tube saturation (Tube Drive) or you can adjust them separately via the FX sections on each channel (for example Bright/Loud). MicMod 3 offers unique character shaping capabilities such as FuzzControl, BassControl, ReverbControl and BitCrusher controls for further processing of your drum sounds. Antares
Mic Mod eFX Vst FX Plugin Release Hostile Drones 1. 0 Antares Mic Mod eFX is a breathtaking sonic plugin that provides a wide range of flexible and powerful vintage-modeled, analog-modelling drum sounds, from natural wood to thick metallic to strikingly natural low-end. Musicians collaborating with Antares Mic Mod eFX have compared the software to playing with a Tone Bender or
Moogerfooger®. In addition, it offers unique modulation options such as PowerDrive, VintageDelay and Scrape control foils that deliver stunningly expressive sound shaping abilities while also providing great flexibility in modulating other plug-ins in your chain.
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